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ABSTRACT
We study the effects of cosmic rays (CRs) on outflows from star-forming galaxies in the circum and intergalactic medium
(CGM/IGM), in high-resolution, fully cosmological FIRE-2 simulations (accounting for mechanical and radiative stellar
feedback, magnetic fields, anisotropic conduction/viscosity/CR diffusion and streaming, and CR losses). We showed previously
that massive (Mhalo � 1011 M�), low-redshift (z � 1–2) haloes can have CR pressure dominate over thermal CGM pressure
and balance gravity, giving rise to a cooler CGM with an equilibrium density profile. This dramatically alters outflows. Absent
CRs, high gas thermal pressure in massive haloes ‘traps’ galactic outflows near the disc, so they recycle. With CRs injected
in supernovae as modelled here, the low-pressure halo allows ‘escape’ and CR pressure gradients continuously accelerate this
material well into the IGM in ‘fast’ outflows, while lower-density gas at large radii is accelerated in situ into ‘slow’ outflows that
extend to >Mpc scales. CGM/IGM outflow morphologies are radically altered: they become mostly volume-filling (with inflow
in a thin mid-plane layer) and coherently biconical from the disc to >Mpc. The CR-driven outflows are primarily cool (T ∼105

K) and low velocity. All of these effects weaken and eventually vanish at lower halo masses (� 1011 M�) or higher redshifts (z
� 1–2), reflecting the ratio of CR to thermal + gravitational pressure in the outer halo. We present a simple analytical model
that explains all of the above phenomena. We caution that these predictions may depend on uncertain CR transport physics.

Key words: stars: formation – galaxies: active – galaxies: evolution – galaxies: formation – galaxies: intergalactic medium –
cosmology: theory.

1 IN T RO D U C T I O N

Galactic outflows are ubiquitous in star-forming galaxies. Spectral
observations of galaxies directly indicate outflows from the galactic
interstellar medium (ISM) at a range of velocities, across a wide range
of galaxy stellar masses and redshifts (Martin 1999; Heckman et al.
2000; Sato et al. 2009; Weiner et al. 2009; Martin et al. 2010; Steidel
et al. 2010). Observations of the circum and intergalactic medium
(CGM/IGM) also indicate that outflows must be ubiquitous in order
to explain the pollution of these regions by heavy elements (Pettini
et al. 2003; Songaila 2005). Moreover, it has long been recognized
that outflows must occur in essentially all star-forming galaxies in
order to explain their relatively low stellar masses (compared to the
Universal baryon fraction) and the existence of the mass–metallicity
relation (see e.g. Katz, Weinberg & Hernquist 1996; Somerville
& Primack 1999; Cole et al. 2000; Springel & Hernquist 2003;
Tremonti et al. 2004; Kereš et al. 2009). These outflows (primarily)
stem from ‘feedback’ from massive stars, which can act in a variety
of forms including radiative (photoheating and radiation pressure)
and mechanical [thermal and kinetic energy from supernovae (SNe)

� E-mail: phopkins@caltech.edu

explosions and outflows/jets], injection of magnetic fields and cosmic
rays (CRs). In more massive galaxies, outflows from supermassive
black holes (BHs) and active galactic nuclei (AGNs) are almost
certainly important as well (Croton et al. 2006; Hopkins et al. 2006),
but these are sub-dominant in lower-mass, star-forming galaxies
(owing to the very small BHs and low duty cycle of high-accretion
rate activity, among other factors; see Hopkins & Hernquist 2006,
2009; Krongold et al. 2007; Greene et al. 2011; Kormendy, Bender
& Cornell 2011; Anglés-Alcázar et al. 2017).

The existence of galactic outflows in star-forming galaxies, their
significance for galaxy formation and CGM/IGM evolution, and
their generic attribution to ‘stellar feedback’ processes are well
established. However, almost everything else remains controversial
at some level, including e.g. the actual physical state(s) of outflowing
gas (the phases/densities/temperatures/velocities that carry most of
the mass/momentum/energy, and which of these if any is ‘most
important’), the acceleration sites (within the disc, near massive stars,
or ‘above the mid-plane’ or in the CGM), the ultimate fate of outflows
(whether they are unbound, or halt and are efficiently recycled, and if
so over what time and spatial scales this occurs), their morphologies
(biconical or spherical or filamentary or clumpy), and the physical
feedback mechanisms that accelerate the winds (e.g. SNe versus
radiation pressure versus CRs, which may act on different spatial
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and time-scales with different efficiencies in galaxies of different
types).

In recent years, numerical simulations have begun to directly
resolve the relevant scales of some of these acceleration processes
in global galaxy-wide simulations, making it possible to self-
consistently predict the generation of galactic winds and therefore
some of the properties above (e.g. their phases and velocities), as
opposed to inserting assumptions about wind properties ‘by hand’
(see e.g. Hopkins, Quataert & Murray 2011, 2012b; Tasker 2011;
Wise et al. 2012; Agertz et al. 2013; Kannan et al. 2014; Roškar et al.
2014). One such effort is the ‘Feedback In Realistic Environments’
(FIRE)1 project (Hopkins et al. 2014), which attempts to explicitly
incorporate and at least begin to resolve mechanical feedback from
individual SNe (Types Ia and II) as well as stellar mass-loss (O/B and
AGB), following Hopkins et al. (2018b), and multiband radiation-
hydrodynamics to follow photoelectric and photoionization heating
and radiation pressure (Hopkins et al. 2020c), in fully cosmological
simulations. These simulations have been used to explore the gener-
ation and properties of multiphase galactic outflows (Muratov et al.
2015, 2017) as well as their consequences for galactic abundances
(Ma et al. 2016; Escala et al. 2018), dark matter profiles (Chan et al.
2015; Oñorbe et al. 2015), CGM absorbers around galaxies (Faucher-
Giguère et al. 2016; Hafen et al. 2017, 2019, 2020), stellar haloes
(El-Badry et al. 2018c; Sanderson et al. 2018), gas-phase kinematics
of galaxies (Bonaca et al. 2017; Ma et al. 2017a, b; Wheeler et al.
2017; El-Badry et al. 2018a, b), and galaxy star formation (SF)
histories and stellar masses (Sparre et al. 2017; Ma et al. 2018;
Garrison-Kimmel et al. 2019).

Although the simulations above directly treat many of the im-
portant stellar feedback processes (e.g. SNe Types Ia and II, O/B
and AGB mass-loss, photoionization and photoelectric heating, mul-
tiwavelength radiation pressure), they neglect (among other things)
CRs. In the ISM, the CRs that dominate their pressure/energy density
(∼GeV protons) are distributed smoothly with a� 1 kpc scale-height
above the disc, with order-of-magnitude similar energy densities to
thermal and magnetic pressure (Ginzburg & Ptuskin 1985; Boulares
& Cox 1990). The idea that this smooth ‘additional pressure’ term
could contribute to galactic outflows by accelerating material down
the CR pressure gradient if it was ‘lofted’ above the mid-plane
(by e.g. galactic fountains) has existed for decades (Ipavich 1975;
Breitschwerdt, McKenzie & Voelk 1991, 1993; Zirakashvili et al.
1996; Everett et al. 2008; Socrates, Davis & Ramirez-Ruiz 2008;
Dorfi & Breitschwerdt 2012; Mao & Ostriker 2018), and in the
last several years there has been a flurry of activity exploring this
in numerical simulations (Jubelgas et al. 2008; Booth et al. 2013;
Wiener, Zweibel & Oh 2013; Salem & Bryan 2014; Chen, Bryan
& Salem 2016; Simpson et al. 2016; Ruszkowski, Yang & Zweibel
2017; Butsky & Quinn 2018; Farber et al. 2018). This work has shown
not only that this is viable, but potentially consistent with a variety
of observational constraints; moreover, it has also argued that this
produces more ‘cool’ material in outflows, which can potentially
enhance wind mass-loading and observable CGM absorption in
certain species.

However (as is always the case), this work has limitations. Most
(although not all) of the studies focused on CR winds have focused
on ‘idealized’ simulations: either ‘slabs’ of a galactic disc or ISM, or
isolated (non-cosmological) galaxies. This means that one cannot

1See the FIRE project website: http://fire.northwestern.edu
For additional movies and images of FIRE simulations, see: http://www.ta

pir.caltech.edu/∼phopkins/Site/animations/

make meaningful predictions for the large-scale acceleration or
propagation of winds beyond the immediate vicinity of the galactic
disc, let alone their interaction with e.g. cosmological inflows and
the high thermal pressure, virialized gaseous halo. On the other
hand, the global and/or cosmological simulations that have been run
have (largely owing to resolution limitations) generally treated the
multiphase ISM/CGM, SF, and mechanical/radiative stellar feedback
in a highly approximate fashion (in some cases ignoring these effects
entirely, or not including cooling below ∼ 104 K, or putting in
galactic outflows ‘by hand,’ or simply adding SNe mechanical energy
as a thermal energy component that is rapidly radiated away). In those
cases, it is difficult if not impossible to self-consistently assess the
impact of CR-driven outflows on different phases of gas, or their
interplay with outflows driven by mechanical feedback (SNe kinetic
or thermal feedback), their influence on the thermal instability, etc.

Moreover, some of the simulations above did not incorporate
potentially critical CR physics: ignoring CR losses (so CRs have
essentially ‘infinite’ energy/cooling times), treating only CR stream-
ing or diffusion, ignoring magnetic fields (which can confine the CRs
and regulate their transport), or (for numerical time-step reasons)
using artificially low CR diffusion coefficients2 κ � 1029 cm2 s−1,
which artificially confines CRs near galaxies (generating stronger
effects there) but violates observational constraints from spallation
in the Milky Way (MW) and γ -ray emission in nearby galaxies
(see Lacki et al. 2011; Cummings et al. 2016; Guo, Tian & Jin
2016; Jóhannesson et al. 2016; Korsmeier & Cuoco 2016; Fu, Xia &
Shen 2017; Giacinti, Kachelrie & Semikoz 2018; Lopez et al. 2018;
Chan et al. 2019). It is therefore critical to study the effects of CRs
in fully cosmological simulations, which attempt to directly treat
the multiphase ISM and mechanical/radiative (i.e. non-CR) stellar
feedback processes, at least marginally resolve ISM structure and
wind generation, and incorporate magnetic fields and anisotropic
CR diffusion and streaming with transport coefficients that have
been shown to reproduce observational constraints.

Working towards this goal, Chan et al. (2019) performed and
presented the first simulations combining the specific physics from
the FIRE simulations, described above, with explicit CR injection and
transport, accounting for advection and fully anisotropic streaming
and diffusion, as well as hadronic and Coulomb collisional and
streaming (Alfvén) losses, and showed that for reasonable parameter
choices (e.g. κ ∼ 1029−30 cm2 s−1) these simulations were consistent
with empirical constraints on CR propagation in the MW and nearby
galaxies (both dwarf and starburst systems). In Hopkins et al. (2020d,
hereafter Paper I), we presented a new large suite of >100 fully
cosmological FIRE simulations incorporating these physics and the
detailed physics of cooling, SF, and stellar feedback described above,
in haloes from ultra-faint to >MW masses, with resolution reaching
∼pc scales. We showed that CRs produce weak effects in dwarfs
and very high-redshift galaxies, but in massive (Mhalo � 1011 M�)

2Throughout, we will use κ ≡ κ‖ to refer to the parallel diffusivity of CRs,
specifically at the energies (a few GeV) that dominate the CR pressure. In
many analyses of e.g. galactic CR propagation, magnetic field structure is not
included so the typical value κ̃iso quoted is the effective isotropic-averaged
diffusivity κ̃iso = 〈|B̂ · ∇̂ecr|2 κ〉 ∼ κ/3 for random fields. Moreover, note
that older ‘leaky-box’ models of the galaxy which assume CRs escape if
� 200 pc above the disc derive order-of-magnitude lower κ̃iso compared to
modern (favoured) models than allow for the existence of a diffuse gaseous
halo extending ∼ 5–10 kpc above the disc, which require κ ∼ 3 κ̃iso � 3 ×
1029 cm2 s−1 (see e.g. Blasi & Amato 2012; Vladimirov et al. 2012; Gaggero
et al. 2015; Cummings et al. 2016; Jóhannesson et al. 2016; Korsmeier &
Cuoco 2016; Evoli et al. 2017; Amato & Blasi 2018).
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haloes at z � 2, they can substantially suppress star formation
rates (SFRs) and stellar masses. Moreover, we showed that this was
primarily via their interaction with the CGM, rather than their direct
action deep within the ISM. But in this mass and redshift range,
the galaxies develop ‘CR-dominated’ haloes, where CRs form the
dominant source of pressure support over e.g. gas thermal pressure.
In Paper I and Ji et al. (2020), we followed this up and showed that
a simple analytical model can predict where CRs should dominate
and the ensuing equilibrium pressure and gas density profiles in CR-
dominated haloes; we also showed that where CR-dominated haloes
exist, they have a dramatic impact on CGM absorption statistics, and
gas phase/temperature distributions. Given this and the motivation
above, in this paper, we explore the effects on galactic outflows,
primarily in the CGM and IGM, of these CR-dominated haloes.
Indeed, we will argue that the most dramatic impact of CRs on
galactic outflows occurs in the CGM and IGM, where cosmological
simulations are required.

Importantly, because the micro-physics of CR transport remain
highly uncertain, we assume a very simple Alfvénic streaming plus
constant-parallel-diffusivity model for the CR transport parameters.
In a pair of companion papers (Hopkins et al., 2020a, b), we explore
more complicated models for the CR transport parameters, and show
these can lead to significant differences in CGM CR pressure profiles.
However, the conclusions here are generally robust where CRs
dominate the pressure, in so far as these models are representative of
reality.

In Section 2, we briefly review the numerical methods and simula-
tion suite from Paper I. Section 3 develops and presents an analytical
model for the effects of CR-dominated haloes on galactic winds.
Section 4 presents our simulation results and compares them to these
theoretical expectations. We review and conclude in Section 5.

2 ME T H O D S

The specific simulations studied here are the same as those presented
and studied in Paper I, where the details of the numerical methods
are described. We therefore only briefly summarize here. The simu-
lations were run with GIZMO3 (Hopkins 2015), in its meshless finite-
mass MFM mode (a mesh-free finite-volume Lagrangian Godunov
method). The simulations solve the equations of ideal magnetohy-
drodynamics (MHD) as described and tested in Hopkins & Raives
(2016) and Hopkins (2016), with fully anisotropic Spitzer–Braginskii
conduction and viscosity as described in Hopkins (2017), Su et al.
(2017), and Paper I (see equations 1–3 therein). Gravity is solved
with fully adaptive Lagrangian force softening (so hydrodynamic
and force resolutions are matched).

All our simulations include magnetic fields, anisotropic Spitzer–
Braginskii conduction and viscosity, and the physics of cooling, SF,
and stellar feedback from the FIRE-2 version of the FIRE project,
described in detail in Hopkins et al. (2018a). Gas cooling is followed
from T = 10–1010 K (including a variety of processes; e.g. metal-
line, molecular, fine-structure, dust, photoelectric, photoionization
cooling/heating, and accounting for self-shielding and both local
radiation sources and the meta-galactic background; see Hopkins
et al. 2018a). We follow 11 distinct abundances accounting for
turbulent diffusion of metals and passive scalars as in Colbrook
et al. (2017) and Escala et al. (2018). Gas is converted to stars
using a sink-particle prescription if and only if it is locally self-
gravitating at the resolution scale (Hopkins, Narayanan & Murray

3A public version of GIZMO is available at http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/∼p
hopkins/Site/GIZMO.html.

2013b), self-shielded/molecular (Krumholz & Gnedin 2011), Jeans-
unstable, and denser than > 1000 cm−3. Each star particle is then
evolved as a single stellar population with initial mass function
(IMF)-averaged feedback properties calculated following Leitherer
et al. (1999) for a Kroupa (2001) IMF and its age and abundances.
We explicitly treat mechanical feedback from SNe (Ia and II) and
stellar mass-loss (from O/B and AGB stars) as discussed in Hopkins
et al. (2018b), and radiative feedback including photoelectric and
photoionization heating and UV/optical/IR radiation pressure with a
five-band radiation-hydrodynamics scheme as discussed in Hopkins
et al. (2020c). Conduction adds the parallel heat flux κcond B̂ (B̂ · ∇T ),
and viscosity the anisotropic stress tensor � ≡ −3 ηvisc (B̂ ⊗ B̂ −
I/3) (B̂ ⊗ B̂ − I/3) : (∇ ⊗ v) to the gas momentum and energy
equations, where the parallel transport coefficients κcond and ηvisc

follow the usual Spitzer & Härm (1953) and Braginskii (1965)
form, accounting for saturation following Cowie & McKee (1977),
and accounting for plasma instabilities (e.g. Whistler, mirror, and
firehose) limiting the heat flux and anisotropic stress at high plasma-
β following Komarov et al. (2018), Squire, Schekochihin & Quataert
(2017c), Squire et al. (2017a), and Squire, Quataert & Kunz (2017b).
The numerical implementation follows Hopkins (2017) to ensure
stability. The simulations are fully cosmological ‘zoom-in’ runs
with a high-resolution region (of size ranging from ∼1–5 Mpc on a
side, increasing with Mhalo) surrounding a ‘primary’ halo of interest
(Oñorbe et al. 2014).4 The properties of these primary haloes (our
main focus here, as these are the best resolved in each box) are given
in Table 1. Details of all of these numerical methods are in Hopkins
et al. (2018a).

Our ‘CRs’ or ‘CR+’ simulations include all of the above, and add
our ‘full physics’ treatment of CRs as described in detail in Chan
et al. (2019) and Paper I. We evolve a ‘single bin’ (∼GeV) or constant
spectral distribution of CRs as an ultra-relativistic (γ = 4/3) fluid, ac-
counting for injection in SNe shocks (with a fixed fraction εcr = 0.1 of
the initial SNe ejecta kinetic energy in each time-resolved explosion
injected into CRs), streaming and collisional (hadronic and Coulomb
and ionization) losses from the CRs (accounting for local neutral
fractions and composition, with a fraction of this loss thermalizing
and heating gas) following Mannheim & Schlickeiser (1994) and
Guo & Oh (2008), advection and adiabatic work (in the local ‘strong
coupling’ approximation, so the CR pressure contributes to the total
pressure in the Riemann problem for the gas equations-of-motion),
and CR transport including fully anisotropic diffusion and streaming
(McKenzie & Voelk 1982). We solve the transport equations using a
two-moment approximation to the collisionless Boltzmann equation
(with a ‘reduced speed of light’ c̃ ∼ 1000 km s−1), with a constant
parallel diffusivity κ‖ (perpendicular κ⊥ = 0). The streaming velocity
is vstream = −vstream B̂ (B̂ · ∇̂Pcr) with vstream = 3 vA (vA the Alfvén
speed) our default choice, motivated by models favouring trans or
modestly super-Alfvénic streaming (Skilling 1971; Holman, Ionson
& Scott 1979; Kulsrud 2005; Yan & Lazarian 2008), although
varying this widely (from < 1 vA to ∼ 3 (c2

s + v2
A)1/2 � vA) has

almost no effect on our conclusions (see Paper I). The ‘streaming
loss’ term vA · ∇Pcr represents losses to plasma instabilities at
the CR gyro scale and is thermalized (Wentzel 1968; Kulsrud &
Pearce 1969).

Our ‘baseline’ or ‘no CRs’ simulations include all the physics
above except CRs: these are the ‘MHD+’ simulations in Paper I. Note
there we also compared a set without magnetic fields, conduction,

4For the MUSIC (Hahn & Abel 2011) files necessary to generate all ICs here,
see: http://www.tapir.caltech.edu/∼phopkins/publicICs
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Table 1. Zoom-in simulation volumes run to z = 0 (see Hopkins et al. 2018a for details). All units are physical.

Simulation Mvir
halo MMHD+∗ MCR+∗ mi, 1000 〈εgas〉sf Notes

Name (M�) (M�) (M�) (1000 M�) (pc)

m09 2.4e9 2e4 3e4 0.25 0.7 early-forming, ultra-faint field dwarf
m10v 8.3e9 2e5 3e5 0.25 0.7 isolated dwarf in a late-forming halo
m10q 8.0e9 2e6 2e6 0.25 0.8 isolated dwarf in an early-forming halo
m10y 1.4e10 1e7 1e7 0.25 0.7 early-forming dwarf, with a large dark matter ‘core’
m10z 3.4e10 4e7 3e7 0.25 0.8 ultra-diffuse dwarf galaxy, with companions

m11a 3.5e10 6e7 5e7 2.1 1.6 classical dwarf spheroidal
m11b 4.3e10 8e7 8e7 2.1 1.6 discy (rapidly rotating) dwarf
m11i 6.8e10 6e8 2e8 7.0 1.8 dwarf with late mergers and accretion
m11e 1.4e11 1e9 7e8 7.0 2.0 low-surface brightness dwarf
m11c 1.4e11 1e9 9e8 2.1 1.3 late-forming, LMC-mass halo

m11q 1.5e11 1e9 1e9 0.88 1.0 early-forming, large-core diffuse galaxy
m11v 3.2e11 2e9 1e9 7.0 2.4 has a multiple-merger ongoing at z ∼ 0
m11h 2.0e11 4e9 3e9 7.0 1.9 early-forming, compact halo
m11d 3.3e11 4e9 2e9 7.0 2.1 late-forming, ‘fluffy’ halo and galaxy
m11f 5.2e11 3e10 1e10 12 2.6 early-forming, intermediate-mass halo

m11g 6.6e11 5e10 1e10 12 2.9 late-forming, intermediate-mass halo
m12z 8.7e11 2e10 8e9 4.0 1.8 disc with little bulge, ongoing merger at z ∼ 0
m12r 8.9e11 2e10 9e9 7.0 2.0 late-forming, barred thick-disc
m12w 1.0e12 6e10 2e10 7.0 2.1 forms a low-surface brightness / diffuse disc

m12i 1.2e12 7e10 3e10 7.0 2.0 ‘Latte’ halo, later-forming MW-mass halo, massive disc
m12b 1.3e12 9e10 4e10 7.0 2.2 early-forming, compact bulge + thin disc
m12c 1.3e12 6e10 2e10 7.0 1.9 MW-mass halo with z ∼ 1 major merger(s)
m12m 1.5e12 1e11 3e10 7.0 2.3 earlier-forming halo, features strong bar at late times
m12f 1.6e12 8e10 4e10 7.0 1.9 MW-like disc, merges with LMC-like companion

Note. Halo/stellar properties listed refer only to the original ‘target’ halo around which the high-resolution volume is centred: these volumes
can reach up to ∼ (1–10 Mpc)3 comoving, so there are actually several hundred resolved galaxies in total. (1) Simulation Name: Designation
used throughout this paper. (2) Mvir

halo: Virial mass (following Bryan & Norman 1998) of the ‘target’ halo at z = 0. (3) MMHD+∗ : Stellar mass of
the central galaxy at z = 0, in our non-CR, but otherwise full-physics (‘MHD+’) run. (4) MCR+∗ : Stellar mass of the central galaxy at z = 0, in
our ‘default’ (observationally favoured) CR+ (κ = 3e29) run. (5) mi, 1000: Mass resolution: the baryonic (gas or star) particle/element mass, in
units of 1000 M�. The DM particle mass is always larger by the universal ratio, a factor ≈5. (6) 〈εgas〉sf: Spatial resolution: the gravitational
force softening (Plummer-equivalent) at the mean density of SF (gas softenings are adaptive and match the hydrodynamic resolution, so this
varies), in the MHD+ run. Typical time resolution reaches ∼ 100–100 yr, density resolution ∼ 103–104 cm−3. (7) Additional notes.

or viscosity (the ‘Hydro+’ runs); but as shown therein and in Su
et al. (2017) the differences in these runs are largely negligible, and
we confirm this here. Our default ‘CR’ simulations adopt κ‖ = 3 ×
1029 cm2 s−1, along with the full physics of anisotropic streaming,
diffusion, collisional losses, etc., above: these are the ‘CR+(κ =
3e29)’ simulations in Paper I. Although we considered variations
to all of these CR physics and, in particular, the diffusivity (which
is not known a priori) in Paper I, we showed that the observational
constraints from e.g. spallation and more detailed measurements in
the MW and γ -ray emission in local galaxies were all consistent
with the default (κ‖ = 3 × 1029 cm2 s−1) model here, and ruled out
models (within the context of the approximations here) with much
lower/higher κ‖.

3 TH E O R E T I C A L E X P E C TAT I O N S

In Paper I, we developed a simple toy model for ‘CR-dominated
haloes,’ and in Paper I and Ji et al. (2020) we validated this as
a surprisingly accurate description of the CR pressure and density
profiles in the CGM of our simulations. We therefore apply it here
to outflows.

Although there has been significant study of CR-driven out-
flows ‘within’ or ‘just outside’ galaxies (i.e. within ∼ 1 kpc
‘off’ the vertical surface of a thin disc, which we will study in
detail in Chan et al., in preparation), we will argue below that

many (not all) of the most dramatic differences owing to CRs
occur on much larger scales in the CGM and IGM. Therefore
on these scales, we can approximate the galaxy as small, so
the injection of CRs is point-like, with quasi-steady rate Ėcr =
εcr ĖSNe = εcr uSNe Ṁ∗, averaged at a given radius over the CR
diffusion time to that point (∼Gyr). For the cases of interest,
the CRs have some effective (isotropic-averaged) diffusivity κ̃

(which Ji et al. 2020 and Paper I argued should be ∼κ‖/3),
and escape the galaxy with negligible collisional losses (requiring
κ̃ � 1029 cm2 s−1 in MW-like and dwarf galaxies; see Chan et al.
2019 and Paper I). The CRs quickly form a spherically symmetric
radial pressure profile with Pcr ≈ Ė/(12π κ̃ r) at r < rstream and
Pcr ≈ Ė/(12π vstream r2) at r > rstream, with rstream ≡ κ̃/vstream ∼
κ̃/vA(rstream).

The case of particular interest is where this dominates over
thermal pressure in the CGM. As discussed in Paper I, for this
to be the case, it requires Pcr � Pthermal, vir ∼ (3/16) 200 ρ̄ V 2

vir,
or Ėcr/1041 erg s−1 � 1.7 κ̃29 Mhalo, 12 (1 + z)3. Assuming CRs from
SNe with εcr = 0.1 and our adopted IMF, with time-averaged SFRs
Ṁ∗ ≡ α M∗(z)/tHubble(z) (α ∼ 1), this is equivalent to Pcr/Pvir ≈
3 (1 + z)−3/2 (M∗/fbaryon Mhalo) α κ̃−1

29 , so we expect (as we showed
in Paper I) the haloes are only CR-dominated at redshifts z � 1–
2, in the mass range Mhalo � 1011−13 M� where M∗/fbaryon Mhalo is
relatively large.

In this regime, following Ji et al. (2020), if we take P = Ptotal

≈ Pcr (since, by definition, CRs dominate the pressure), we can
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3644 P. F. Hopkins et al.

compare the outward pressure gradient force to the gravitational
force ρ ∂/∂r , and we immediately see there is a critical density
ρcrit where the two are equal, ρcrit ≈ Ėcr/(12π V 2

c κ̃ r) at r � rstream

and ρcrit ≈ Ėcr/(6π V 2
c vstream r2) at r � rstream. We can approximate

Vc with a Hernquist (1990) profile ( ∼ −G Mhalo/(r + 2 rs)) or
NFW profile where rs is the usual NFW scale radius =Rvir/c with c
≈ 10 at z = 0.5 If we define V0 = √

G Mhalo/rs , this gives ρcrit ∼
0.07 Ėcr rs/(V 2

0 κ̃ r2) at small r and ρcrit ∼ 0.04 Ėcr/(V 2
0 vstream rs r)

at large r. Regardless of Vc, with no other forces, at any r, gas with
ρ < ρcrit will rise (move outwards) while gas with ρ > ρcrit will sink
(infall).

3.1 Global, steady-state wind solutions

First for simplicity, consider steady-state (time-independent), global,
spherically symmetric outflow solutions of the Euler-equations,
in a CR-dominated halo (so P = Pcr), with no other forces
other than gravity (determined by the dark matter, so ignor-
ing self-gravity of the outflow). From continuity, we have vr =
Ṁout/(4π ρ r2). The momentum equation can then be written
(Ṁout/4π ρ r2)2 (2 + d ln ρ/d ln r) + ρ−1 dPcr/d ln r + V 2

c = 0. In-
serting Pcr ≈ Ė/(12π κ̃ r [1 + r/rstream]) (which interpolates be-
tween the regimes r � rstream and r � rstream above), it is easy to
verify numerically that this has a continuum of smooth outflow
solutions. The resulting density and radial velocity profiles are
monotonically decreasing with r, positive definite, continuous and
infinitely differentiable.

At small/intermediate radii r � MIN ((rstream, rs)), the so-
lutions asymptote to ρ → ρcrit and vr → (G Mhalo κ̃ Ṁout)
/(r2

s Ėcr) ∼ constant. Using εcr = 0.1, our adopted IMF, the re-
lation between rs and Rvir for haloes with concentration ∼10,
and the fact that Ėcr = εcr uSNe Ṁ∗ (with Ṁ∗ = α M∗/tHubble),
we can rewrite this as: Ṁout/Ṁ∗ ∼ 0.6 (1 + z)−2 (vr/10 km s−1) ,
(��/4π ) κ̃−1

29 (Mhalo/1012 M�)−1/3where �� is the solid angle
covered by the outflow (assuming a constant-�� geometry). Out-
flow solutions exist, and they allow for arbitrarily small outflow
velocity (albeit with small associated Ṁout ∝ vr , as well). Along
different sightlines/solid angles, one can have different central vr

corresponding to different outflow rates along that angle (e.g. the
bipolar winds we will see below). At large radii in the outflow (r
� MAX(rstream, rs)), ρ and vr gradually decline as ∼1/r (decreasing
monotonically from their values at small r).

3.2 Non-steady-state inflow/outflow behaviour

Consider a parcel of gas with initial density ρ i at some radius r in
the CR-dominated halo described above. If ρ i �= ρcrit, it experiences
a non-zero net acceleration.

For ρ i � ρcrit, the dominant term in the equation of motion is the
gravitational acceleration, so the parcel (at least initially) essentially
free-falls on to the galaxy. If we imagine a small (but finite)-sized
parcel with all its mass free-falling on pure-radial trajectories (so
the solid angle subtended by the parcel is conserved), with an initial
radial thickness �r, then as it falls in it will be compressed in the
tangential direction but tidally stretched,6 so ρ ∝ r−α with α ≈ 2 at

5We obtain very similar results assuming a Hernquist (1990) or NFW profile
(at all r � 100 rs ), but some of the expressions below must be evaluated
numerically for NFW (or have weakly varying logarithmic corrections) so
we default to the expressions for a Hernquist (1990) for simplicity.
6Of course the ‘deformation’ of a parcel and its density evolution will be
sensitive to other terms such as magnetic tension and ram pressure. In our

r � rs and α ≈ 3/2 at r � rs. At small ri � rs, since ρcrit ∝ r−(1 − 2)

(depending on how κ and vst scale), this means the ratio ρ/ρcrit is
conserved or increases as the parcel falls towards the galaxy, allowing
it to fall ‘through’ to the galaxy. But if the parcel is initially moving
slowly at large r (where ρcrit ∝ r−(3 − 4)) its density increases more
slowly than ρcrit as it falls in, so it will eventually decelerate and halt.

For ρ i � ρcrit, the dominant term is outward acceleration by
CRs, so the parcel is accelerated into outflow. If we make the same
geometric assumptions as above, then the ‘tidal’ force from Pcr on
a parcel or shell is compressive, and ρ ∼constant as the shell is
accelerated at small ri or ρ ∝ r at large ri. This means the acceleration
from CRs becomes weaker as the parcel accelerates and is dominated
by the acceleration near ri. Eventually, ρ/ρcrit increases and the
gravitational force will again become comparable to or dominate
CR acceleration; however, if the parcel has already been accelerated
to very large vr � Vc, it can travel ‘ballistically’ a large distance or
even escape. For the assumptions above, the acceleration near ri is
quasi-impulsive (relative to the outflow time-scale), and accelerates a
parcel to a local ‘terminal’ vr → √

2 Vc(ri) (ρcrit/ρi − 1)1/2 for small
ri or vr → √

2 Vc(ri) ([ρcrit/ρi − 1]/3)1/2 for large ri.
So if some local process (e.g. ejection of low-density wind material

from the galactic disc, or rarefactions in a turbulent halo) can
generate gas with ρ i � ρcrit at a given radius, it will rapidly be
accelerated to velocities of the order of the circular or escape speed,
∼ Vc (ρi/ρcrit)−1/2 and can travel to very large radii or be unbound.

3.3 Wind ‘trapping’ or pressure confinement

Above we considered free expanding/contracting solutions. If the
galactic disc impulsively ejects some gas, we should also consider
the role of the gas column ‘above’ it potentially confining these
outflows.

3.3.1 Gas pressure-dominated halos (weak CRs)

First, consider the case without CRs. Assume the ‘initial’ halo
is in hydrostatic equilibrium with gas pressure following a P =
P0 (ρ/ρ0)5/3 adiabat7 inside R < Rvir in a Hernquist (1990) profile
halo with c = 10, and that the universal baryon fraction fbaryon Mhalo

is in gas inside Rvir (with P = (3/16) ρ V 2
vir just inside Rvir, appro-

priate for the post-virial-shock gas). This implies a gas pressure
P = P0 (�/(1 + r/2 rs))5/2 where � ≈ 0.2 G Mhalo ρ0/rs P0. If a
spherical outflow moves out of the disc, there is an energetic cost
�E associated with the ‘PdV’ work of ‘lifting’ this column. This
can easily be integrated from r = 0 to r, to show at small r �
a, �E = ∫

P dV ≈ P (r = 0) (4π r3/3), or for a wind expanding
at some vwind = vr, Ėwork ≈ P0 (2 �/3)5/2 8π r2 vr . If we use the
normalization conditions above to solve for P0 and ρ0, and equate
this to a constant energy-injection rate Ėwind ≈ (1/2) Ṁout v

2
wind, we

find that the wind should ‘stall’ relatively quickly as the energetic
cost of pushing further at vwind becomes larger than the energy

simulations, these terms are generally small compared to the CR and tidal
forces so we neglect them in our simple analytical argument. If we had much
lower CR pressure, we of course revert to behaviour more akin to classic
multiphase accretion/CGM models relevant in the ‘no CRs’ limit. But more
detailed study in idealized simulations like those in Butsky et al. (2020) is
warranted.
7Assuming instead some power-law entropic function P/ρ5/3 ∝ rn with n ∼
0–1, as suggested in e.g. Stern et al. (2019) for quasi-hydrostatic cooling-flow
haloes, only changes our argument here by an order-unity coefficient.
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Cosmic rays on FIRE: winds 3645

Figure 1. Distribution of gas radial inflow (negative) or outflow (positive) velocities vr in our halo m12i (at z = 0) – a case study where the effects of CRs are
most dramatic. We compare runs without CRs (‘No CRs’ or ‘MHD+’; left) and with CRs (‘CR+’ or ‘CR+(κ = 3e29)’; right), as a function of galactocentric
distance r. Colours show (logarithmically scaled) mass-weighted density in the plot (increasing purple-to-white). We label some components: (a) gas infalling
from � 1 Mpc to ∼Rvir at (roughly) free-fall velocities; (b) the virial radius, where a strong shock is evident in the ‘No CRs’ run (vr ‘jumping’ to ∼0); (c) the
CGM; (d) the ‘outer galaxy’ or ‘fountain’ regime (� 30 kpc). Absent CRs (still including MHD, conduction, radiation-hydrodynamics, stellar feedback, etc.),
outflows are trapped by large halo thermal pressure, stirring large velocities in the disc. With CRs (for the parameters here, which have a near-maximal effect),
CR pressure continuously accelerates material past � 10 kpc, and the low-thermal-pressure halo allows it to escape easily, producing fast outflows to ∼Rvir,
and ‘slow’ (< 100 km s−1) outflows accelerated in situ by CRs at ∼ 0.5–5 Rvir.

injection rate in the wind, with the ‘stalling radius’ just ∼ 10 kpc (1 +
z)−2 M

−1/3
halo, 12

(
Ṁout vwind/M� yr−1 500 km s−1

)1/2
. In other words,

even winds launched fairly ‘violently’ (with v � 500 km s−1 and
Ṁout � M� yr−1) will stall quickly (at ∼ 10 kpc), unless they
involve extremely large momentum fluxes (usually seen only in
AGN-driven winds).

Of course, it is possible for winds to escape without stalling if they
do not entrain the gas but ‘punch through’ the hot halo – e.g. if dense
clumps or filaments, with small covering factor, are ejected from
the disc. These would move ballistically, at least initially, although
secondary Kelvin–Helmholtz or Rayleigh–Taylor instabilities should
generally ‘shred’ such clouds fair quickly in a hot halo and mix them
efficiently.

3.3.2 CR-pressure dominated halos

In the other hand, in the CR-dominated regime, where the pres-
sure primarily comes from CRs, then if the halo gas is primar-
ily sitting at ρ ≈ ρcrit, and has a much lower temperature set
by photoionization equilibrium rather than hydrostatic pressure
equilibrium, the gas thermal pressure is essentially negligible. If
we assume ρ(r) ∼ ρcrit(r) = Ėcr/(12π V 2

c κ̃ r) and T ∼ 105 K at
all radii (using the more exact expression assuming photoioniza-
tion equilibrium makes little difference), then calculate Ėwork ∼
P dV /dt ∼ 4π P r2 vwind and compare this to the energy injec-
tion rate Ėwind ≈ (1/2) Ṁout v

2
wind, we find that a disc-launch wind

would be sufficient to provide the ‘PdV’ work required to lift the
cool (low-pressure) CR dominated gaseous halo to r → ∞ for
vwind (Ṁout/Ṁ∗) � 30 km s−1 κ̃−1

29 M
−1/3
halo, 12.

What is important here is that a similar ‘PdV’ work is not required
to ‘lift’ the CR fluid. Because the CRs are diffusive, with diffusion
time on ∼ 1–10 kpc scales ∼ 1–100 Myr much faster than the

wind expansion time, the CRs simply diffuse through the outflowing
gas, maintaining the equilibrium CR energy density/pressure profile
essentially independent of the wind. In other words, CRs are not
efficiently ‘entrained,’ let alone ‘compressed’ by these outflows.
This means that the gas can gain the benefit of CR acceleration,
by feeling the quasi-static CR pressure gradient on large length
scales ∼r, but does not have to work against the CRs when
escaping.

This means that dense outflows from the disc will behave more-
or-less ballistically, in the halo, and can escape or reach much larger
radii before recycling. Moreover, low-density outflows with ρ i �
ρcrit will be further accelerated in a CR-dominated halo, as described
above. In fact, the steady-state solutions above show that, for gas
with ρ � ρcrit, there is effectively no ‘escape velocity’ – steady-state
outflow solutions reaching r → ∞ and carrying constant Ṁout exist
for arbitrarily low initial wind vwind = vr.

4 R ESULTS

4.1 Case study of a Milky Way-mass, low-redshift halo

We first consider a ‘case study’ of halo m12i at redshift z ∼ 0. This
is instructive because it will allow us to test the analytical theory in
Section 3, and demonstrate essentially all of the qualitative features
imprinted on outflows in our broader survey. We select halo m12i:
as an MW-mass halo (and at present-day z ∼ 0), this lies at the
‘sweet spot’ where the effects of CRs from SNe are near-maximal on
essentially all properties studied here or in Paper I. Here M∗/Mhalo is
maximized, so the magnitude of CR pressure relative to virial in the
halo is largest, but the galaxy still allows most of the CRs to escape
the dense star-forming disc gas without losses (see Paper I and Chan
et al. 2019 for extensive discussion).
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3646 P. F. Hopkins et al.

Figure 2. Inflow/outflow structure in m12i, runs without CRs (left) and with CRs (right). We plot gas velocity (v) streamlines, in a 2D slice (background colour
shows gas density, to indicate the disc location in cyan). Lines are coloured by radial velocity vr in km s−1 (see colour bar: red is outflow, blue is inflow). We
compare face-on (top) and edge-on (bottom) projections (with respect to the galactic disc plane), in a box with extending to ±1 Mpc (≈ 8 Rvir across) away from
the galaxy centre in both directions (see scale bar). The CR run exhibits qualitatively different structure: ‘No CRs’ (MHD+) shows inflow in all directions from
the cosmic web on to a very obvious/sharp virial shock at ∼ 250 kpc, with a turbulent, inflow-dominated halo interior to this. ‘CR+’ shows inflow penetrating
in the mid-plane and filament feeding the disc, with strong bipolar outflow filling almost all the large-scale volume to >Mpc scales.

We will compare the two ‘baseline’ simulations: ‘No CRs’
or ‘MHD+’ from Paper I (all physics of SF, stellar feedback,
MHD, conduction, viscosity, but no CRs) and ‘CR+’ or ‘CR+(κ
= 3e29)’ from Paper I (which has parameters for CRs favoured
observationally and theoretically, and produces the maximal effect
of our CR runs); see Section 2. First, we consider several ‘snapshots’
of the gas inflow/outflow properties at z = 0. Fig. 1 shows the
distribution of gas inflow and outflow velocities in the disc/galactic
fountain regime, CGM, and IGM. Figs 2–3 show streamlines of

the inflow/outflow on scales Rvir and �Rvir. Fig. 4 shows the
total mass inflow and outflow rates at different radii, as well as
the flux-weighted mean velocities of the inflowing and outflowing
gas. Fig. 5 examines the phase structure of the outflows in more
detail, specifically correlations between gas density, temperature, and
outflow/inflow velocities, in the CGM/IGM gas, while Fig. 6 follows
the histories of gas parcels as they are accelerated into outflow.
Fig. 7 more quantitatively assesses the outflow geometry (polar-angle
dependence).
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Cosmic rays on FIRE: winds 3647

Figure 3. Inflow/outflow as Fig. 2, but zooming in to a smaller box at about the radius of the virial shock in the ‘No CRs’ run (side-length ±1 Rvir; see scale
bar). The qualitative difference between CR and non-CR runs persists, but is less dramatic. We still see substantial turbulence in the inflowing gas for the non-CR
run, and more similar mid-plane structure of inflowing gas in both runs (the primary difference is the bipolar outflows, which extend down to the disc).

4.1.1 Outflow kinematics and acceleration

From these, we immediately see a number of striking differences
with CRs. The CR+ run features a CR pressure-dominated halo, as
expected for this mass and redshift range, which (owing to rapid CR
diffusion) is well approximated by a simple spherically symmetric
equilibrium model (see Section 3 and Paper I). This, in turn, predicts
a simple equilibrium density ρcrit ≡ |dPcr/d ln r|/V 2

c at each radius,
where CR pressure balances gravity, and indeed where most of the
gas appears to reside (see Ji et al. 2020). Lower-density material
has a net outward acceleration (acr ∝ ρ−1 dPcr/dr outward, larger

than the gravitational agrav ∝ V 2
c /r inward), and appears to be re-

accelerated at each r up to the expected terminal velocity for its
density (Section 3), giving rise to both ‘fast’ and ‘slow’ outflows at
large R ∼ 0.5–5 Rvir.

Moreover, if anything, Figs 1 and 4 show that without CRs, out-
flows within and around the disc (r � 30 kpc) actually have slightly
larger mass-loading Ṁout/Ṁ∗ (and recall, the run without CRs has a
∼2.5 × higher SFR, so the absolute Ṁout is correspondingly larger),
and significantly larger velocities (> 100 km s−1). But without CRs,
the outflow rate drops precipitously at larger radii, while with CRs,
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3648 P. F. Hopkins et al.

Figure 4. Basic SF and inflow/outflow properties in m12i. Top left: SFR (Ṁ∗) versus cosmic time. Including CRs from SNe, SFRs in MW-mass haloes are
significantly suppressed below z ∼ 1–2 (see Paper I). Top right: Inflow (dotted) and outflow (solid) rates through each radial annulus at z = 0 (normalized to the
SFR). Note inflow + outflow co-exist because the flow is not spherically symmetric. Bottom left: Inflow and outflow Ṁin/out-weighted mean radial velocities 〈vr〉
in or out, versus radius at z = 0. Bottom right: Inflow and outflow Ṁin/out-weighted metallicities [Z/H] = log10(〈Z〉/Z�). Gross inflow rates Ṁin on to the halo (at
� Rvir) are similar (more so in absolute units), indicating most of the inflow comes in the dense planar structures that remain in the ‘CR+’ run (Fig. 2); but inflows
accelerate to larger 〈vr〉 (by a factor of ∼2) absent CRs. Outflow rates are similar near the disc (r � 30 kpc): runs without CRs actually have larger Ṁout, with
∼2 − 3 × ‘faster’ mean 〈vr〉 (� 100 km s−1). But in the CGM (� 30 kpc), absent CRs the outflow is dramatically ‘halted,’ while with CRs it actually accelerates
and Ṁout increases again, to give Ṁout > Ṁin at essentially all radii � 100 kpc. The CR outflows have intermediate |〈vr 〉out| ∼ |〈vr 〉in| ∼ 50 − 100 km s−1.
Without or without CRs, outflow metallicities decrease with r, indicating continuing entrainment, but with CRs the trend is monotonic at all r and the outflows
have higher metallicity (versus inflow) at all r (while outflows absent CRs mix within ∼Rvir, giving no inflow/outflow difference).

we see Ṁout fall then rise to dominate over inflow Ṁin over >Mpc
scales, with a mean velocity which increases to ∼ 70–80 km s−1 out
to ∼ 1.5–2 Rvir.

Fig. 6 goes a step further and follows the time-history of La-
grangian gas elements in the CR+ simulation. The fast outflows
at large-r are accelerated over a broad range of radii in good
agreement with our simple analytical expectations for constant
ρ/ρcrit, without necessarily being heated to (or spending much time
at) ‘hot’ temperatures T � 106 K where cooling is inefficient. In
fact, the outflows tend to begin ‘cold’ (at typical ISM temperatures
∼ 104 K) and are mildly photoheated as they expand (roughly tracing
photoionization equilibrium with the UV background, with T ∝ ρ−0.2

or so; see Ji et al. 2020). For the kinematics, we specifically compare
the predicted vr of r obtained from the model in Section 3 if we take
the actual Vc(r) from the simulation and assume a fixed ratio ρ ≈
ρcrit/2 (approximately what we see for the fast winds in Fig. 5), for
material starting at r ≈ 10 kpc. This provides a remarkably good
description of the fast outflows.

Fig. 5 shows the outflow velocities, densities, and temperatures
at a fixed time in a specific radial annulus, to show that even at
a fixed time, and at a given radius, the CR+ simulation outflow
velocities trace our simple analytical expectation for the ‘terminal’
velocity at a given density given acceleration by the CR pressure
gradient, while remaining at the relatively cool/warm temperatures
given by photoionization equilibrium. In contrast, in the ‘No CRs’
runs, the outflows are strongly associated with gas whose thermal
temperature exceeds the virial temperature, suggestive of traditional
hydrodynamic pressure-driven outflows.

All of these behaviours are clear demonstrations of CR accel-
eration in the ‘CR+’ run. In fact, the acceleration we see in the
CR+ runs is not generically possible for an energy or momentum-
conserving hydrodynamic wind. Consider: over much of the range
of spatial scales where we see the outflows, the gas follows a
density profile of approximately ρ ∝ r−1 (which follows from
ρ ∼ ρcrit ∝ 1/(r V 2

c ) ∼ 1/r over the range where Vc ∼constant,
approximately ∼ 20–100 kpc here). In this regime, the velocities of a
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Cosmic rays on FIRE: winds 3649

Figure 5. Distribution of gas outflow properties (as Fig. 1), comparing our default m12i ‘No CRs’ (top) and ‘CR+’ (bottom) runs. Left: Gas outflow velocity
(vr) versus temperature T, for gas selected at galactocentric radii 0.5 < r/Rvir < 1.5. Vertical lines show the value of T at the inner/outer radii in the ‘slice’
where the gas thermal energy density would equal the gravitational potential. In the ‘No CRs’ run fast outflows preferentially appear in ‘hot’ gas which nears
this virial-like value. In the ‘CR+’ run, the outflows are ‘cool’ (T ∼105 K, well below this virial value). Middle: Outflow vr versus density n, in the same slice
in r. Vertical dotted lines label ρcrit, the critical density (Section 3) where CR pressure balances gravity on the gas, at the inner/outer slice r. Dashed curves
label the analytical expected ‘terminal velocity’ for gas which deviates from ρcrit (denser gas falls in under gravity, less dense gas accelerates out under CR
pressure; see Section 3). Without CRs, there is no density-vr relation; with CRs, most gas resides near ρcrit, and lower density gas preferentially flows out while
higher-density gas almost exclusively flows in. Right: Phase (n − T) diagram of outflow material (selected to have vr > Vvir/2): the ‘CR+’ outflows are cooler
and lower-density, on average.

Figure 6. Time-evolution of the ‘fast’ outflows in the CR-dominated m12i halo (Fig. 1; ‘CR+’). To define this, we select all gas with 175 < r/kpc < 220
and 300 < vr/km s−1 < 400 at z = 0, and follow the Lagrangian histories of those fluid elements back to redshift z ≈ 0.07 (∼ 1 Gyr lookback time). Points
show different Lagrangian fluid elements at each snapshot in time, with colours/brightness indicating increasing lookback time (black-to-yellow, in ∼ 50
Myr increments); for illustrative purposes, we select a random ∼50 elements and show lines connecting their trajectories. Note this is only the selected ‘fast’
component – not the average of all gas (which is much slower) shown in Fig. 4. Left: Radial velocity and galactocentric r, as a function of time. Thick (dashed)
line shows the analytical prediction from Section 3 (as Fig. 5) for a CR pressure-accelerated outflow originating at ∼ 10 kpc with ρ ∼ (2/3) ρcrit. Middle:
Density and r versus time. Dotted line shows the equilibrium ρcrit (Fig. 5), dashed line shows (1/2) of this: the outflow ‘launches’ where the gas falls below ρcrit

and is accelerated continuously while just modestly below this density at each r. Right: Temperature and r versus time. The outflows ‘begin’ cold in the disc,
and are never heated to sustained very high temperatures before or during acceleration.

hydrodynamic wind with constant energy input (Ėwind) or momentum
input (Ṗwind) rates, or a conserved/constant initial/impulsive energy
or momentum (Ewind or Pwind) would necessarily decrease with r
(following a given fluid element).

4.1.2 Outflow phases and metallicities

As noted above, in the CR+ run, the outflows lie preferentially at
somewhat lower densities (as this material is efficiently accelerated
outward by CR pressure gradients) and lower temperatures (as the
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3650 P. F. Hopkins et al.

acceleration is non-thermal and the densities low, most of this gas
is simply at the equilibrium temperature for photoionization by the
UV background), compare to our non-CR simulations. This is part
of a broader trend examined in detail in Ji et al. (2020), wherein
the entire CGM (both inflow and outflow) is shifted in density and
(more dramatically) temperature when the halo is dominated by CR
pressure (so gas can remain in the halo at thermal pressures well
below virial).

We also see in Fig. 6 that the ‘slow’ outflows at larger radii
contain a mix of some decelerated fast material, but also material
which is accelerated in situ at large r � Rvir – material which
never enters the galaxy. This also means that the metallicity of the
outflows does not necessarily trace that of the galaxy, depending
on where the material is ‘swept up.’ We see this in Fig. 4, where
the metallicity of the outflows steadily decreases with galactocentric
distance, clearly indicating ‘new’ (lower-metallicity material which
was residing in the halo) gas is swept up (either directly entrained
or accelerated in situ) to join this outflow. This occurs to some
extent as well in our non-CR runs (and is discussed in detail in
Muratov et al. 2015 and Ma et al. 2016), but the trend is much more
clear and monotonic in the CR runs. This has a very important
consequence: depending on where one defines or measures the
outflow, it’s metallicity can be much lower than the ISM metallicity
(which is roughly the wind metallicity at the base of the disc), and so
its ‘metal-loading’ factor can be much lower than its mass-loading
factor.

4.1.3 Outflow geometry and morphology

Figs 2and 3 clearly illustrate a dramatic change in the morphology
and geometry of inflows and outflows between our No CRs and CR+
runs. Absent CRs, the gas forms a quasi-spherical virial shock (at a
radius of ≈ 1 Rvir). External to the virial shock, the gas is in spherical
inflow, while internal, it is largely turbulent, with outflows from the
galaxy ‘stalling’ and driving strong mixing with the CGM gas as
they recycle. With CRs, the virial shock is hardly evident (the actual
changes to the virial shock structure will be studied in future work),
and the outflow and inflow assume a clear biconical structure which
is also bipolar (approximately aligned with the angular momentum
vector of the galactic disc). Inflow proceeds in the dense mid-plane
sheets and filaments and joins smoothly on to the rotating disc at
∼ 20 kpc. Outflow extends outwards biconically with a widening
outflow angle at increasing distance, filling the majority of the volume
of the CGM and IGM out to ∼ Mpc distances.

Note that the alignment of the outflows and the inner (∼ 10 kpc)
disc axis is not perfect in Fig. 3. Moreover, we show below some
example galaxies where the bipolar outflow ‘base’ is well above the
disc (at ∼ 30–50 kpc above the disc) as opposed to joining on to the
disc. We also find that the disc orientation can sometimes vary (owing
to e.g. minor mergers) on relatively short (�Gyr) time-scales, but
the outflow geometry on large scales remains stable. We also argued
above that much of the outflow is accelerated well above the disc
in the CGM. And we see the outflow is not particularly biconical,
even very close to the disc, in our ‘No CRs’ runs. All of this strongly
argues that the bipolar morphology of the CR-driven outflows is not
a result of ‘shaping’ by the disc (as occurs for e.g. nuclear pressure-
driven outflows emerging from a disc). Rather, the direction and
morphology of both the outflows and the disc follow from a common
cause – the geometry of the large-scale IGM accreting on to the
halo. The dense planar/filamentary structures accreting on to the
halo define the preferred angular momentum axis and hence, disc
direction, but they also define the directions where CR pressure will

Figure 7. CGM gas properties versus polar angle cos θ = z/r, where ẑ is the
direction of the disc angular momentum axis within 10 kpc, in four spherical
shells at radii r = 30, 100, 300, 1000 kpc. We compare mass-weighted mean
gas radial velocity (〈vr〉; top), metallicity ([Z/H]; middle), and density (〈n〉;
bottom), in runs with (blue) and without (red) CRs. Mean densities are similar
with or without CRs: 〈n〉 decreases primarily with r (as ∼r−2, roughly), with
a weaker trend with θ (polar 〈ρ〉 a factor of ∼3 lower than mid-plane). Absent
CRs, there is little coherent trend in Z, with CRs a monotonic radial trend is
evident with again a weaker θ -dependence (factor of ∼3 higher Z at poles).
In 〈vr〉, we see a clear trend with CRs where polar angles are in outflow
(accelerating away from the disc) with mid-plane inflow (accelerating near
the disc); without CRs there is no polar-angle trend.

not overcome inflow ram pressure. Instead CR pressure will drive
outflows in the remaining, lower-density volume that has lower ram
pressure.

Fig. 7 quantifies the angular dependence of outflow/CGM proper-
ties in more detail. We see that the mean density profile of the CGM
is relatively weakly modified by CRs. This is consistent with the
conclusions in Ji et al. (2020), who showed the effects on CGM
temperatures were much larger. There is a strong radial density
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Cosmic rays on FIRE: winds 3651

Figure 8. Ratio of the outward CR pressure force ∇Pcr (averaged in spherical
shells at a given radius r) to gravitational force ρ ∇ at the same r, as a
function of r (solid line shows mean; shaded shows inter-quartile range), at
z = 0 (except for one line measured at z = 2, labelled), for different haloes
from Table 1. As shown in Paper I and Ji et al. (2020), in the simulations with
CRs (with these particular diffusion coefficients), CRs dominate the CGM
pressure for MW-mass galaxies at low redshifts z � 1. At lower masses (or
higher redshifts), the CR pressure (relative to gravity) drops rapidly, becoming
negligible for galaxies with haloes � 1011 M� (or z � 1–2). At � 20 kpc,
we see the effect of the gaseous disc (where rotation, not hydrostatic CR
pressure, balances gravity); at � 200 kpc, we see mean CR pressure falls
but some sightlines with low densities still have |∇Pcr| ∼ |ρ ∇|, so slow
CR-pressure-driven outflows can continue to ∼Mpc.

gradient (as expected), and a weaker trend at all radii towards lower
density in the poles – this occurs even outside Rvir in the ‘No CRs’
runs, indicating it follows from large-scale structure. With CRs, there
is a more well-ordered metallicity trend (discussed above), with
higher metallicity in the polar direction (owing to outflow). Together
these offsetting effects mean that the metal columns are not wildly
different in the polar and planar directions. The velocity, as expected
from Figs 2 and 3, shows the most clear difference between no-CR
and CR+ runs, shifting from essentially no angular dependence at
any radius in ‘No CRs’ to clearly polar structure in ‘CR+.’

4.2 Scaling with halo mass and redshift

Having considered a detailed case study of one galaxy (m12i) above,
we now use our larger sample of simulations to explore how the
effects of CR-driven winds scale as a function of galaxy mass.
Recall, Paper I showed that the effects of CRs (from SNe) on galaxy
properties dropped off steeply at halo masses Mhalo � 1011 M� or
redshifts z � 2. Ji et al. (2020) showed the same for the effects
of CRs on CGM phase structure. This is also naturally predicted
by the simple analytical scalings in Section 3: at low Mhalo, the
ratio M∗/Mhalo ∝ Ṁ∗/Mhalo ∝ Ėcr/Mhalo drops precipitously – there
simply isn’t enough energy in CRs to compete with other forces
(moreover, mechanical input from SNe becomes more efficient,
further limiting the relative contribution of CRs). And at high-
z, high densities within the galaxy deplete CR energy collision-
ally while dense haloes contribute greater pressure than CRs can
support.

Fig. 8 illustrates this showing the CGM pressure support from CRs,
now comparing some ∼1010, 1011, and 1012 M� haloes. We see that
by < 1011 M�, CR pressure is not sufficient to provide hydrostatic
equilibrium support (we show in Paper I that at all radii in these
haloes, the gas thermal pressure is larger than the CR pressure).
By ∼ 1010 M�, the CR pressure is more than an order-of-magnitude

sub-dominant at all radii. We therefore expect the effects seen in m12i
(∼ 1012 M�) to drop off rapidly in our less massive haloes below
∼ 1011 M�. Fig. 9 shows the inflow/outflow rates of gas and SFRs
at several haloes across this mass range: indeed, the effects on galaxy
SFRs (as shown in detail in Paper I) drop off rapidly and become
second-order or negligible below Mhalo � 1011 M�, and we see the
same in the outflow rates and velocities at any radii. By the lowest-
mass (1010 M�) haloes the outflows become strongly dominated by
the effects of the most recent large ‘burst’ of SF.

Figs 10, 11, and 12 repeat our study of the outflow/inflow velocity
distribution versus radius, density, and temperature. For the haloes
with Mhalo � 1011 M�, we find in every case qualitatively similar
conclusions to our m12i case study, with the effects generally
becoming stronger in the more massive haloes, as predicted, while
they drop off at lower-mass haloes. A couple of the ‘marginal’ cases
are interesting: the effects of CRs on the CGM and outflows of e.g.
m11q are stronger here than they are on its stellar mass and CGM
properties (see Paper I), but this halo lies exactly at ∼ 1011 M�
(the border between weak/strong CR effects), so this is perhaps not
surprising. Where the CR pressure is weak (in lower-mass haloes),
we see our analytical prediction for the CR-pressure driven outflow
velocities falls well short of the actual velocities: this is just the
statement that the outflows are not CR-driven.

Closely related, Fig. 13 shows the outflow velocity distributions
in the CGM and CGM + ISM of the galaxies. Again at low masses,
there is no significant difference. At high masses, this quantifies
again the extent to which ISM outflows are pressure-confined in the
massive haloes without CRs, while high-velocity material primarily
resides at large radii in the CR-dominated haloes.

Figs 14, 15 and 16 (see also Figs. A1, A2, A3, A4 in the Appendix)
repeat the morphological comparison of inflows and outflows on
CGM/IGM scales. Again in more massive haloes, the qualitative
conclusions match m12i. The radii and mass range where the
outflow/inflow morphology is strongly altered corresponds to those
where CRs strongly alter the total pressure balance, in Fig. 8. In
low-mass haloes, the morphology is dominated by the shocks from
outflowing gas, and turbulence, but is not particularly sensitive to the
presence of CRs.

Note that in many of these plots, in the low-mass systems (e.g.
m10q, m10v) we can clearly see in both the CR+ and non-CR
runs, the impact of successive ‘bursts’ of SF on the CGM/IGM: they
produce successive ‘spikes’ of outflowing material (‘shells’ with vr

∝ r over a small range, consistent with a burst of material launched
at the same time), and a series of concentric shocks visible in the
inflow/outflow morphology.

Fig. 8 also shows the effects of changing redshift. Again in Paper
I, we showed in detail that the effects of CR pressure in the CGM
decrease with increasing z (at fixed Mhalo or M∗), even more rapidly
than the effects drop off with lower halo mass – by z � 1–2
(depending on the halo mass) the effects of CRs are completely
negligible in the CGM pressure. We confirm this here. As a result,
the effects of CRs ‘shaping’ the outflows are weak at high redshift,
and we cannot identify any obvious morphological or quantitative
differences at z � 2 (but because high-redshift galaxies are quite
‘bursty’ and often undergoing mergers, side-by-side morphological
comparisons such as those above tend to be dominated by chaotic
differences in timing of bursts, etc.). So we do not explore this further
here.

It is worth noting, as discussed further in Paper I, that some
previous studies (e.g. Booth et al. 2013; Simpson et al. 2016) found
stronger effects of CRs in dwarfs than we see here; however, that
particular study included very weak mechanical feedback from SNe
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3652 P. F. Hopkins et al.

Figure 9. SFRs and inflow/outflow rates (as Fig. 4) for m10q, m11b, m11f, m12f (top-to-bottom; see Table 1). As expected from where CRs dominate the
pressure in the halo, the CRs have a weak effect on the SFR (see Paper I) or mass outflow rate at any annulus in runs with Mhalo � 1011 M� (m10q and m11b,
here). There are some more subtle effects at these halo masses: note e.g. the somewhat less-bursty late-time SFR in m11b (which is reflected in the outflow rate
having less pronounced ‘peaks’ at large r from those previous ‘bursts’). But in haloes which reach � 1011 M� at z ∼ 1 (m11f) or z ∼ 2 (m12f), the effects are
similar to those for m12i in Fig. 4: inflow rates at large radii, and outflow mass-loading factors at small radii (‘near the disc’) are relatively weakly modified,
but CRs strongly suppress SF by accelerating material into outflow away from the disc in the CGM and IGM, maintaining net outflow with Ṁout flat or rising to
�Mpc.

(using a ‘pure thermal energy deposition’ scheme that the authors
noted tends to over-cool), and a lower diffusivity by a factor of
∼100. Thus, CRs are more strongly trapped in the ISM (see Paper
I), and SNe are relatively weak, so the relative effect of CRs is more
prominent. As per Paper I, with higher diffusivity CRs escape dwarfs
more efficiently (as observed; see e.g. Lopez et al. 2018), but more
importantly with more careful coupling of mechanical SNe feedback
and better resolution of superbubble cooling radii (see Hopkins et al.
2018b), the SNe mechanical energy (which is an order-of-magnitude
larger than CR injection energy, by definition) simply dominates in
dwarfs where cooling is often inefficient.

5 D I SCUSSI ON AND C ONCLUSI ONS

We study the properties of galactic outflows in a large survey of high-
resolution cosmological FIRE-2 simulations, with explicit treatment
of mechanical and radiative stellar feedback (SNe Types Ia and II,
O/B and AGB mass-loss, photoionization and photoelectric heating
and radiation pressure), magnetic fields, anisotropic conduction and
viscosity, and CRs injected by SNe (with anisotropic streaming and
diffusion; advection and adiabatic interactions; hadronic, Coulomb
and streaming losses). Previous work has extensively explored how
mechanical and radiative feedback influence outflows, and has also
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Cosmic rays on FIRE: winds 3653

Figure 10. Gas outflow velocity versus radius, as Fig. 1, for a representative sub-sample of our simulated haloes ordered by mass (increasing left-to-right, in the
top and bottom ‘groups’), in our ‘No CRs’ (top) and ‘CR+’ (bottom) runs. Below Mhalo � 1011 M� (top ‘group’), the CRs have little obvious effect, consistent
with their weak pressure relative to thermal (Fig. 8). At higher masses (bottom ‘group’) the features in Fig. 1 become progressively more prominent.

shown that their properties (at least in so far as relevant for bulk
galaxy/ISM/CGM/IGM predictions) are not particularly sensitive to
magnetic fields, conduction, and viscosity. We therefore focus on the
role of CRs.

5.1 Key conclusions

In previous studies (see Paper I), we have shown that the effect of
CRs (from SNe) on galaxy properties is maximized in intermediate
and massive (Mhalo ∼ 1011−12 M�) haloes at relatively low redshifts
z� 1–2. This is where, for physically reasonable and observationally
allowed CR parameters (from γ -ray, grammage, CR energy density,
synchrotron, and other constraints; see Paper II), CR pressure can
dominate over gas thermal pressure in the halo. Not surprisingly,
we find the same for outflows. Specifically, the effects of CRs on

outflows are strongly correlated with their relative prominence in
the CGM (e.g. ratio of CR to thermal gas pressure, at ∼ 0.1–2 Rvir).
Where this ratio is large, CRs dramatically alter outflows; where the
ratio is small, they have small effects.

In ‘CR-dominated’ haloes (near this ‘sweet spot’ in mass and
redshift, where CRs dominate the CGM pressure), we find the
following effects on outflows and inflows:

(i) The morphology of outflows and inflows is drastically re-
shaped. In CR-dominated haloes, outflows are coherently biconical
from disc-through-IGM (�Mpc) scales, with most of the volume
at large radii in outflow, and inflow confined to relatively small
covering-angle, dense planar/filamentary structures (Trapp et al., in
preparation). Some collimation occurs even when CRs do not fully
dominate, if they still contribute an order-unity fraction of the CGM
pressure. Absent CRs, the biconical morphology is largely destroyed
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3654 P. F. Hopkins et al.

Figure 11. Gas outflow velocity versus density (as Fig. 5), for a sub-sample of our simulated haloes ordered by mass (as Fig. 10), in ‘No CRs’ versus ‘CR+’
runs. For each, we select gas with 0.5 < r/Rvir < 1.5, and compare the equilibrium ρcrit where CR pressure balances gravity, and vterminal for acceleration by
CRs + gravity (see Section 3 and Fig. 5). In low-mass (� 1011 M�) haloes, ρcrit � ρ and vterminal � vr, which simply reflects the fact that CRs make up a
negligible contribution to the pressure (Fig. 8). Above this mass, the simple analytical scalings work remarkably well.

and what little outflow remains in ∼L∗ haloes is confined to the near-
region around the disc, and essentially all directions show inflow on
to the halo outside Rvir.

(ii) The total or gross cosmological inflow rates on to haloes (at
large radii) are not dramatically altered, although inflows appear to
be slower (more ‘gently’ decelerated as they enter the CGM and
approach the galaxy) and the virial shock is much less pronounced
(this will be studied in future work; Ji et al. 2020). However, in CR-
dominated haloes, the inflow is primarily confined to dense inflow
structures (e.g. filaments) that carry most of the mass (primarily in
the plane of the disc), but represent little volume or covering factor.
Absent CRs, nearly all gas outside Rvir is inflowing.

(iii) Outflow rates within and near the disc (r � 30 kpc, in MW-
mass systems) both absolute and per-unit-SF, are comparable or
larger without CRs, and the mean velocities and temperatures of
outflowing material are also larger (vr �Vc, and k T � μ V 2

c ) without
CRs. However, in massive haloes absent CRs, this outflow is strongly
confined by the very large thermal gas pressure of the overlying halo,
and so outflows decelerate and ‘halt’ rapidly outside the galaxy (recy-
cling quickly and stirring the central regions; see Muratov et al. 2015,
2017). Where CRs dominate the pressure, outflows from the centre
can escape, owing to the much lower thermal gas pressure of the halo
(owing to rapid diffusion, the CR pressure does not ‘resist’ outflow
expansion), and propagate effectively to extremely large radii�Mpc.
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Cosmic rays on FIRE: winds 3655

Figure 12. Gas outflow velocity versus temperature (as Fig. 5), for haloes ordered by mass in ‘No CRs’ versus ‘CR+’ runs (as Fig. 11, in the same r ‘slice’).
There is little difference in low-mass haloes but in high-mass haloes, outflows in ‘No CRs’ runs are preferentially ‘hot’ gas (ethermal ∼ egrav), while in ‘CR+’
runs the outflows are primarily ‘cool’ (T ∼ 104−5 K).

(iv) In CR-dominated regimes, gas is also accelerated ‘in situ’ in
the halo to large velocities by the large-scale CR pressure gradient
(on ∼ 10–103 kpc scales). There is a critical density ρcrit in the CGM,
as shown in Paper I and Ji et al. (2020), where CR pressure balances
gravity; less dense material is accelerated rapidly to vr ∼ Vc(r) by
CR pressure gradients. We show this ‘in situ’ acceleration provides a
good explanation of the wind dynamics, both for (i) material escaping
the central ∼ 10–30 kpc and reaching large radii as ‘fast’ outflows
(because Vc where it is accelerated is large), and also (ii) for accreted
material which never reaches the galaxy and is ‘turned around’ or
accelerated ‘in situ’ at large r � Rvir into ‘slow’ outflows (vr �
Vvir).

(v) These effects (in the CR-dominated regime) directly supply
CR-driven outflows at large radii, so the outflow rate or mass-

loading actually increases further away from the disc, reaching and
sustaining net outflow (compared to cosmological accretion rates)
at essentially all radii � 100 kpc. Thus, CRs act primarily as a
‘preventive’ feedback mechanism: they suppress inflow rates into
the galaxy and inner CGM, and extend the recycling times of gas
that has already been blown out of a galaxy.

(vi) The less-efficient ‘trapping’ in CR-dominated cases means
that outflows are not recycled nearly as rapidly as they are in runs
without CRs. It is therefore important to revisit previous calculations
based on following fluid elements over time, which argued that
galactic outflows may be recycled many times at low redshifts in
the CGM of massive galaxies.

(vii) Because the acceleration by CRs does not depend (directly)
on gas thermal energy, and more so because much of the material
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3656 P. F. Hopkins et al.

Figure 13. Radial velocity (vr) distribution of gas in several simulations, ordered by mass. We compare the mass-weighted distribution of dPM/dvr of gas at z

= 0 either (a) including all gas within r < 1.5 Rvir, or (b) including just CGM gas at 0.2 Rvir < r < 1.5 Rvir. In our low-mass dwarfs (top; m10v,q, m11b,q),
there are differences but these are dominated by stochastic fluctuations in ‘bursty’ SF and outflow. In both ‘No CRs’ and ‘CR+’ runs at low masses, the tail
of higher-velocity material is similar whether we consider ‘all gas’ or ‘CGM gas only,’ indicating that outflows are not strongly ‘trapped.’ In more massive
galaxies, the ‘No CRs’ runs commonly produce more high-velocity outflow when considering all gas, but this high-vr tail is strongly suppressed when we
restrict to CGM gas, indicating outflow trapping/stalling in the inner halo (R < 0.2 Rvir). As a result, the outflows in the CGM are stronger and reach higher
velocities in the ‘CR+’ runs.

Figure 14. As Fig. 2, for halo m12f, comparing the ‘No CRs’ (left group) and ‘CR+’ (right group) runs, projected face-on (top) and edge-on (bottom) to the
disc, at two different spatial scales (within ±Rvir, left, or ±4 Rvir, right). Colour bar gives vr in km s−1. Like m12i, the ‘No CRs’ run exhibits inflows from
�Rvir scales and a sharp virial shock with a turbulent halo; while the ‘CR+’ run exhibits volume-filling outflows to >Mpc. These are broadly bipolar at ∼Rvir

scales, but this becomes more volume-filling on larger scales with only narrow mid-plane channels continuing inflow.
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Cosmic rays on FIRE: winds 3657

Figure 15. As Fig. 2, showing just edge-on projections, for ‘No CRs’ (left)
and ‘CR+’ (right) runs of m10v, m10q, m11a, m11b, m11i (top-to-bottom,
increasing mass). Spatial scale and vr (in km s−1). At the lowest masses, CRs
have a weak effect (outflows can be stronger or more polar in ‘No CRs’ runs,
depending on the recent SF history), while at higher masses, a clear shock
appears in ‘No CRs’ runs where outflow meets accretion while the ‘CR+’
runs begin to develop large-scale bipolar outflow.

Figure 16. Fig. 15 continued to higher masses with m11f, m11g, m12f,
m12i, m12m. The qualitative effect of CRs changing the CGM from turbulent
quasi-spherical shock to coherent bipolar inflow-outflow, as in Fig. 2, is
similar in each of these haloes.
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3658 P. F. Hopkins et al.

at large radius is never shock-heated (even by the virial shock), the
outflows in CR-dominated cases are primarily ‘cool/warm’ (∼ 105

K). This is a broader consequence, however, of the fact that the CGM
as a whole is more dominated by gas which can be supported by CR
pressure so does not need to have large temperatures to be in (initial)
virial equilibrium (see Ji et al. 2020).

We show that all of the above phenomena can be predicted
(with surprising accuracy) by simple equilibrium analytical scalings,
derived in Section 3. These can also provide useful ‘fitting functions’
to predict CR pressure-driven outflow rates and velocities, where
relevant.

Although there has been considerable study in the literature of
CR-driven outflows (see references in Section 1), most of this has
focused either (a) on driving in or very near the disc (e.g. around
the CR scale height above the disc plane), or (b) around extremely
massive haloes (e.g. clusters) where the CRs are likely sourced by
AGN. Although some of our conclusions are similar (e.g. CRs can
re-accelerate pressure-confined winds and enhance the fraction of
‘cool’ gas in the outflows), what is truly remarkable here is the
enormous spatial scale over which the CRs have a dramatic effect. In
fact, we find that almost all of the most dramatic effects only occur
at radii � 30 kpc, and extend to radii �Mpc. Obviously, exploring
these far-field CGM/IGM scales requires cosmological simulations.
Moreover, doing so self-consistently, and capturing the effects of
different phases of gas launched out of the disc initially, requires
simulations that not only model CR transport and coupling but also
magnetic fields, a multiphase ISM, SF, and stellar feedback processes
(e.g. mechanical and radiative feedback). This explains why it has
not been seen in most previous studies.

5.2 Observational implications

These modifications to outflows have a number of observational
ramification, which fall into three categories:

(i) Outflow Phase Structure: As noted above, the CRs modify
the phase structure (temperatures and densities) of outflows, as part
of a general shift in the CGM phase structure when it is CR-pressure
supported. A more detailed study of the observational effect of this
change in CGM phase structure (including these outflows), and its
consequences for UV and X-ray observations of CGM warm/hot
gas, is the subject of Ji et al. (2020). Briefly, the overall lower
temperatures, and higher gas densities in most of the CGM lead
to an increase in the columns of warm absorbers (e.g. OVI) and
decrease in hot absorbers (NeVIII) in MW-mass haloes. However,
given the large scatter observed in the strength of these absorbers,
it is difficult to unambiguously rule out either model at present, but
this may be possible with larger statistical samples of simulations
and observations.

(ii) Outflow Kinematics: A number of observations have sug-
gested that there is a correlation between outflow velocity and
galactocentric radius or impact parameter, of the form vr ∝ r0.2−0.8

at radii ∼2–200 kpc (e.g. Steidel et al. 2010), which is suggestive of
continuous outflow acceleration. Indeed, this is strikingly similar to
the trend in the ‘upper envelope’ of vr versus r seen in our Fig. 1
for our CR simulation. However, (a) the observational result remains
controversial, (b) the mean vr in the same simulation from Fig. 1 does
not actually increase with radius in the same manner (see Fig. 4),
despite acceleration of individual parcels (as they can reach lower
terminal velocities at larger radii; see Fig. 6) so this clearly depends
on how the ‘velocity’ measured is defined or weighted, and (c) a
similar trend of increasing vr with r can emerge naturally from

thermal pressure-driven or even ballistic (decelerating) outflows,
simply owing to the fact that if outflows are launched with a range of
vr, those with larger vr reach larger r and do so more rapidly (Hopkins
et al. 2013a). It is also the case that many observations have suggested
a large fraction of outflow mass may be in ‘slow’ outflows (Heckman
et al. 2015), qualitatively similar to the predictions in the CR-
dominated models here. However, (a) absolute outflow rates across
different gas phases are notoriously difficult to robustly measure and
compare, (b) ‘slow’ outflows in particular are difficult to distinguish
from turbulent or fountain motion within the halo (Muratov et al.
2017), and (c) once again, this is not a unique signature of CRs,
as the same effect can arise from e.g. winds preferentially driven
by stellar radiation pressure instead of mechanical (SNe) stellar
feedback (Hopkins, Quataert & Murray 2012a; Zhang et al. 2018).

(iii) Outflow Morphology: Perhaps the most direct and robust
testable prediction here is the effect of CRs on outflow morphology.
A number of observational studies (primarily of Mg II and Fe II
absorbers) have suggested outflows around ∼L∗ galaxies at z �
2 are preferentially bipolar and biconical (Kacprzak et al. 2011;
Bouché et al. 2012; Kacprzak, Churchill & Nielsen 2012; Kornei
et al. 2012; Rubin et al. 2014), in agreement with the CR-dominated
halo predictions (Fig. 2). Even when non-CR feedback mechanisms
can drive strong outflows in our simulations (e.g. in dwarfs, or
high-redshift galaxies, or starburst systems), they are generally not
strongly bipolar (and even when they are collimated they are not
particularly well aligned with galactic discs; see Faucher-Giguere
et al. 2015; Muratov et al. 2015; Hafen et al. 2017). However, some
care is still needed: because the CR-driven outflows are ‘slow’ and the
density in outflowing gas is relatively low, it is not obvious if the clear
bipolar outflow structure seen in e.g. Fig. 2 actually translates to a
clear observable trend of absorber equivalent width or velocity width
as a function of polar angle. In subsequent work, we will forward-
model the absorption-line profiles of MgII absorbers to quantitatively
compare with these observations.

5.3 Caveats and future work

There are many interesting aspects of these simulations which remain
to be explored. In future work, we plan to examine more detailed wind
diagnostics, e.g. their phase, column density, and ionization-state
distributions, which will allow us to directly compare to observational
constraints on galactic outflows (and to make predictions for e.g.
which observable phases/diagnostics should represent the bulk of
the outflow material).

Given the deep physical uncertainties in CR transport in the CGM,
this may represent the best path forward to constrain these models.
Those uncertainties in CR physics will also be explored. We wish
to strongly emphasize that we chose as our ‘default’ CR model here
the implementation which had a near-maximal effect in Paper I.
There and in Chan et al. (2019), we showed that a much lower CR
diffusivity κ essentially eliminates all the effects here, as CRs are
trapped too close to the galaxy (where their pressure is less important,
and they lose energy rapidly to hadronic and Coulomb collisions),
and leads to excessive γ -ray production (compared to observations).
But if the diffusivity increases too rapidly in the CGM, or CRs
de-couple from the stress tensor (e.g. ‘slip’ and stream out), then
they will essentially do nothing to CGM gas (and such a scenario
is theoretically at least plausible, and observationally allowed). So
clearly it is important to develop and test more sophisticated CR trans-
port models beyond the streaming + diffusion approximation here.
Indeed, preliminary comparison with simulations including more
complicated CR transport parametrizations motivated by extrinsic
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turbulence or self-confinement theories in Hopkins et al. (2020a, b)
suggests that while the CRs probably do not completely ‘de-couple,’
they do stream more rapidly at large galactocentric radii, weakening
some of their effects in the CGM.

We have also emphasized above that the CR-driven outflows can
reach enormous (>Mpc) scales: they may in fact go further and
pollute a substantial fraction of the IGM, but we cannot continue our
analysis much further before we start to approach the boundaries of
the high-resolution ‘zoom-in’ region of these simulations (a few Mpc,
at most). Large-volume simulations are clearly required to explore
the potentially radical effects on even larger scales.

Finally, we have also focused our analysis on haloes with z ∼
0 masses Mhalo � 1012–1013 M�. In Paper I, Su et al. (2019), and
herein, we showed that in more massive haloes, or (equivalently)
haloes which reach � 1012 M� at high redshifts z � 2, the effects of
CRs from SNe are weak, owing to a combination of lower M∗/Mhalo,
higher halo/CGM gas pressure and column densities, and higher
gas densities in the galaxy. However, such massive haloes have an
additional, obvious source of CR feedback, namely AGN, which we
have not included. This will be explored in companion papers such
as Su et al. (2020) as well as future work focused on the broader
question of the role of AGN feedback in such very massive haloes.
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APPENDI X A : ADDI TI ONA L V ELOCI TY FIELD
I MAG ES

Here, we include some additional detailed images of the galaxy
velocity fields, in the style of Fig. 2.
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Figure A1. As Fig. 14, for m11f. The galaxy is somewhat less massive, but still has an SFR strongly suppressed by CRs and a CR-dominated halo in the ‘CR+’
run. The lower halo mass (more rapid cooling) means the virial shock is somewhat less sharp in the ‘No CRs’ run (compared to the m12 runs), but we still see a
similar qualitative change in behaviour out to �Rvir.

Figure A2. As Fig. 14, for m11b. This galaxy is low enough in mass (M∗ ∼ 108 M�, Mhalo ∼ 4 × 1010 M�) such that the effect of CRs on galaxy properties
is significantly weaker. However, significant effects of CRs on CGM/IGM scales ∼ 1–4 Rvir are still apparent. Edge-on, the ‘No CRs’ run features shocks and
a quasi-spherical/isotropic and turbulent flow structure, while the ‘CR+’ run exhibits a bipolar structure (albeit with less volume-filling outflow). Face-on, the
‘No CRs’ run exhibits a clear series of concentric shocks towards Rvir, but these are absent in the CR run.
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Figure A3. As Fig. 14, for m11a. Like m11b, the low mass (M∗ ∼ 5 × 107 M�, Mhalo ∼ 4 × 1010 M�) means CRs have relatively modest effects, but some
differences on scales ∼ 1–4 Rvir are still evident. The ‘No CRs’ run is close to spherically symmetric (with a clear shock where disc outflows meet accretion
at ∼ 0.5 Rvir), and weak inflow shocks at larger radii. The ‘CR+’ run shows a large-scale bipolar outflow that does not extend to the disc but has a ‘base’ at
∼ 30–50 kpc from the disc, reflecting collimation and acceleration by the CGM.

Figure A4. As Fig. 14, for m10q. By this mass (Mhalo ∼ 1010 M�), the contribution of CRs to the halo pressure is quite weak (Fig. 8), and it is difficult to
discern an obvious systematic change to the inflow/outflow structure around the galaxy – the ‘No CRs’ run actually has a more obvious strong outflow at this
particular time, owing to a recent burst of SF.
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